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The Wit & Wisdom of Ratan Tata
The astonishing true story of America’s most accomplished art forger: a kid from
New Jersey who became a master, fooling experts and eluding the FBI for thirty
years. Ten years ago, an FBI investigation in conjunction with the U.S. Attorney’s
Office in the Southern District of New York was about to expose a scandal in the art
world that would have been front-page news in New York and London. After a trail
of fake paintings of astonishing quality led federal agents to art dealers, renowned
experts, and the major auction houses, the investigation inexplicably ended,
despite an abundance of evidence collected. The case was closed and the FBI file
was marked “exempt from public disclosure.” Now that the statute of limitations
on these crimes has expired and the case appears hermetically sealed shut by the
FBI, this book, Caveat Emptor, is Ken Perenyi’s confession. It is the story, in detail,
of how he pulled it all off. Glamorous stories of art-world scandal have always
captured the public imagination. However, not since Clifford Irving’s 1969
bestselling Fake has there been a story at all like this one. Caveat Emptor is unique
in that it is the first and only book by and about America’s first and only great art
forger. And unlike other forgers, Perenyi produced no paper trail, no fake
provenance whatsoever; he let the paintings speak for themselves. And that they
did, routinely mesmerizing the experts in mere seconds. In the tradition of Frank
Abagnale’s Catch Me If You Can, and certain to be a bombshell for the major
international auction houses and galleries, here is the story of America’s greatest
art forger.

Poor Richard's Almanack
Wit and Wisdom from Poor Richard's Almanack
Franklin’s Autobiography is one of the most famous works in American literature.
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He started it as a private collection of anecdotes for his son, but soon it was
transformed into a work of history, both personal and national, revealing Franklin
as the man who, as Herman Melville said, possessed “deep worldly wisdom and
polished Italian tact, gleaming under an air of Arcadian unaffectedness.

A Few Lessons for Investors and Managers
This book is about the fictitious Seeker, who has known a lot of misery, and his visit
to the "Library of Wisdom" where he meets another fictitious character - the
Librarian- along with Warren Buffett and Charles Munger. The Seeker learns how to
make better decisions to help his children avoid doing the dumb things he has
done. For instance, he learns from Buffett and Munger the best way to prevent
trouble is to avoid it altogether by learning what works and what does not. They do
so in the spirit of the anonymous man who said: "All I want to know is where I'm
going to die so I'll never go there." Additionally, the book provides examples of
pure folly and some lessons on how to make fewer dumb mistakes than other
people. And then how to fix mistakes faster, should you make them. The major
lesson is "ignorance removal" and the notion that decision-making is not about
making brilliant decision, but avoiding terrible ones. This is not a book for those
who like complexities or advanced math - rather it's for those who love efficiency,
simplicity and common sense or judgment - hallmarks of Buffett and Munger. Like
Einstein, both have a remarkable ability to eliminate folly and superficiality and get
directly to the heart of things.

No B.S. Wealth Attraction in the New Economy
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by
Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today •
“As one adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply
evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A quest for the ultimate
prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade
Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world
where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the
OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession
with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his
vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue.
Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the
only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago SunTimes • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost
“An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all
heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of
pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and largehearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms
into prose that’s both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic pageturner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and winds up feeling like a rich and
plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our
own.”—iO9
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The Way to Wealth and Poor Richard's Almanac
Charlie Munger, Berkshire Hathaway's visionary vice chairman and Warren
Buffett's indispensable financial partner, has outperformed market indexes again
and again, and he believes any investor can do the same. His notion of
"elementary, worldly wisdom"—a set of interdisciplinary mental models involving
economics, business, psychology, ethics, and management—allows him to keep his
emotions out of his investments and avoid the common pitfalls of bad judgment.
Munger's system has steered his investments for forty years and has guided
generations of successful investors. This book presents the essential steps of
Munger's investing strategy, condensed here for the first time from interviews,
speeches, writings, and shareholder letters, and paired with commentary from
fund managers, value investors, and business-case historians. Derived from Ben
Graham's value-investing system, Munger's approach is straightforward enough
that ordinary investors can apply it to their portfolios. This book is not simply about
investing. It is about cultivating mental models for your whole life, but especially
for your investments.

University of Berkshire Hathaway
The Wit and Wisdom of Oscar Wilde
Organizations now need to attract, retain, and motivate teams and employees
across distance, time zones, and cultural differences. Building authentic and
lasting human relations may be the most important calling for leaders in this
century. According to management and global leadership specialist Maya Hu-Chan,
the concept of “saving face” can help any leader preserve dignity and create more
empathetic cross-cultural relationships. “Face” represents one's self-esteem, selfworth, identity, reputation, status, pride, and dignity. Saving face is often
understood as saving someone from embarrassment, but it's also about developing
an understanding of the background and motivations of others to discover the
unique facets we all possess. Without that understanding, we risk causing others to
lose face without even knowing it. Hu-Chan explains saving face through
anecdotes and practical tools, such as her BUILD leadership model (Benevolence,
Understanding, Interacting, Learning, and Delivery). This book illustrates how we
can give face to create positive first impressions, avoid causing others to lose face,
and, most importantly, build trust and lasting relationships inside and outside the
workplace.

The Joyful Frugalista
A successful entrepreneur who has influenced one million business owners as an
advisor and business coach provides new tactics and strategies to help business
owners attract opportunity, increase personal value, and change their lives.
Original.

Tao of Charlie Munger
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Charles Munger is Warren Buffett decade's long business partner, and his
investment filter, jokingly called by Mr. Buffett - the abominable no man. The early
pages cover Munger's family history, his framework for investing [wait for the fat
pitches, and assess each opportunity using rational, rigorous frameworks drawn
from multiple disciplines (and not finance theory!)], and even some warm
testaments from family, friends and colleagues. The next section, assembled by
leading investor Whitney Tilson, is well edited and benefits from Tilson's massaging
of quotations made over time into logical sub-headings. The bulk of the text
though is, as the subtitle suggests, the wit and wisdom of Mr. Munger as conveyed
through various speeches in the last couple decade or so before 2006.

Trust First
"Would it be all right with you if life got easier?" Thousands worldwide have
answered yes to that question at Dr. Maria Nemeth's breakthrough workshops,
"You and Money," where they have learned how to build a powerful new
relationship with money and bring their dreams to fruition. Now in The Energy of
Money, Dr. Nemeth synthesizes spiritual and practical techniques to create a
unique, authoritative program for achieving personal life goals and financial
wealth. Combining a thorough self-help and self-discovery regimen with proven
methods of money management from Nemeth's nationally successful
seminars--including four steps to establishing a healthier relationship with
money--this powerhouse guide to prosperity will help you uncover the hidden
landscape of beliefs, patterns, and habits that underlie and sometimes subvert
your everyday use of money and personal resources. Through exercises and
meditations, worksheets, and other interactive processes, Dr. Nemeth takes you on
a journey from which you will discover your sources of personal power and
financial fulfillment; work through inner obstacles to your success and happiness;
and harness the energy of money to realize your most cherished goals and
aspirations. "Money is congealed energy," said Joseph Campbell, and releasing it
releases life's possibilities. The Energy of Money is clear, down-to-earth, and
inspiring. It will guide you to financial success and help you manifest your special
contribution to the world. From the Hardcover edition.

Charlie Munger
AUSTRALIA'S BEST-SELLING SHAREMARKET TITLE RETURNS IN ITS 27TH EDITION
With the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic bringing about Australia's first recession in 29
years, discover the high-quality Australian companies that have continued to
thrive, reporting year-on-year profits regardless of the financial markets. Top
Stocks 2021 is the definitive guide to the best stocks to buy on the Australian
sharemarket. With easy access to key information, this book allows even
inexperienced investors the chance to build and grow an impressive portfolio.
Through a focus on profitability, debt levels and dividends, you'll find each
company's financial data in a format perfect for quick comparison. By only profiling
companies that meet a meticulous set of criteria, distilled to a concise selection of
premium purchases across market sectors, Top Stocks 2021 gives you:
comprehensive, unbiased analysis of the latest results from 90 of Australia's
leading companies comparative sales and profits data, as well as in-depth ratio
analysis detailed research on each company's overall outlook, and tables ranking
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all companies according to financial data. With Top Stocks 2021, you get the
analysis you need and expert insight you can trust.

Seeking Wisdom
Poor Charlie's Almanack
When a boat that vanished twenty-five years prior returns to its old berth in Seattle
with a cabin containing symbols drawn in human blood, Greywalker Harper Blaine
investigates what happened to the ship's passengers and crew.

ILL - Poor Charlie's almanack : the wit and wisdom of Charles T.
Munger
Words of wisdom from Charlie Munger—Warren Buffett’s longtime business partner
and the visionary Vice Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway—collected and interpreted
with an eye towards investing by David Clark, coauthor of the bestselling
Buffettology series. Born in Omaha, Nebraska in 1924 Charlie Munger studied
mathematics at the University of Michigan, trained as a meteorologist at Cal Tech
Pasadena while in the Army, and graduated magna cum laude from Harvard Law
School without ever earning an undergraduate degree. Today, Munger is one of
America’s most successful investors, the Vice Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway,
and Warren Buffett’s business partner for almost forty years. Buffett says
“Berkshire has been built to Charlie’s blueprint. My role has been that of general
contractor.” Munger is an intelligent, opinionated business man whose ideas can
teach professional and amateur investors how to be successful in finance and life.
Like The Tao of Warren Buffett and The Tao of Te Ching, The Tao of Charlie Munger
is a compendium of pithy quotes including, “Knowing what you don’t know is more
useful than being brilliant” and “In my whole life, I have known no wise people who
didn’t read all the time—none, zero.” This collection, culled from interviews,
speeches, and questions and answers at the Berkshire Hathaway and Wesco
annual meetings, offers insights into Munger’s amazing financial success and life
philosophies. Described by Business Insider as “sharp in his wit and investing
wisdom,” Charlie Munger’s investment tips, business philosophy, and rules for
living are as unique as his life story; intelligent as he clearly is; and as successful
as he has been.

Ready Player One
Berkshire Hathaway Letters to Shareholders 1965 - 2013
If we choose to trust unconditionally, how many lives could we change? When
Pastor Bruce Deel took over the Mission Church in the 30314 zip code of Atlanta,
he had orders to shut it down. The church was old and decrepit, and its
neighborhood--known as "Better Leave, You Effing Fool," or "the Bluff," for
short--had the highest rates of crime, homelessness, and incarceration in Georgia.
Expecting his time there to only last six months, Deel was not prepared for what
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happened next. One Sunday, he was approached by a woman he didn't know. "I've
been hooking and stripping for fourteen years," she said. "Can you help me?" Soon
after, Bruce founded an organization called City of Refuge rooted in the principle of
radical trust. Other nonprofits might drug test before offering housing, lock up
valuables, or veto a program giving job skills and character references to felons as
"a liability." But Bruce believed the best way to improve outcomes for the
marginalized and impoverished was to extend them trust, even if that trust was
violated multiple times--and even if someone didn't yet trust themselves. Since
then, City of Refuge has helped over 20,000 people in Atlanta's toughest
neighborhood escape the cycles of homelessness, joblessness, and drug abuse. Of
course, trust alone can't overcome a broken system that perpetuates inequality.
Presenting an unvarnished window into the lives of ex-cons, drug addicts, human
trafficking survivors, and displaced souls who have come through City of Refuge,
Trust First examines the context in which Bruce's Atlanta neighborhood went
downhill--and what City of Refuge chose to do about it. They've become a one-stopshop for transitional housing, on-site medical and mental health care, childcare,
and vocational training, including accredited intensives in auto tech, culinary arts,
and coding. While most social services focus on one pain point and leave the
burden on the poor to find the crosstown bus that'll serve their other needs, Bruce
argues that bringing someone out of homelessness requires treating all of their
needs simultaneously. This model has proven so effective that a dozen new
chapters of City of Refuge have opened in the US, including in California, Illinois,
Ohio, Maryland, Virginia, Texas, and Georgia. More than a narrative about a single
place in time, this radical primer for behavioral change belongs on every leader's
shelf. Heartfelt, deeply personal, and inspiring, Trust First will break down your
assumptions about whether anyone is ever truly a lost cause. Bruce will donate a
portion of his proceeds from Trust First to the charitable organization City of
Refuge.

The Energy of Money
A NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER Named
one of the Best Business Books of 2018 by Business Insider The legendary investor
shows how to identify and master the cycles that govern the markets. We all know
markets rise and fall, but when should you pull out, and when should you stay in?
The answer is never black or white, but is best reached through a keen
understanding of the reasons behind the rhythm of cycles. Confidence about where
we are in a cycle comes when you learn the patterns of ups and downs that
influence not just economics, markets and companies, but also human psychology
and the investing behaviors that result. If you study past cycles, understand their
origins and remain alert for the next one, you will become keenly attuned to the
investment environment as it changes. You’ll be aware and prepared while others
get blindsided by unexpected events or fall victim to emotions like fear and greed.
By following Marks’s insights — drawn in part from his iconic memos over the years
to Oaktree’s clients — you can master these recurring patterns to have the
opportunity to improve your results.

Poor Richard's Almanack and Other Writings
A fascinating compilation of weather forecasts, recipes, jokes, and aphorisms, Poor
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Richard's Almanack debuted in 1732. This edition presents hundreds of Franklin's
timeless maxims, plus selections from the Letters, Autobiography, and Franklin's
Way to Wealth.

The Warren Buffett Portfolio
In Introspection, Peter Kaufman, changes focus and starts out by giving readers a
major volume of his poetry concerning the ever changing variety of
communication, thinking and philosophy, of all kinds, in human life today; included
is the assistance of an exceptional artist who again adds her illustrative talent to
the printed word. C P Snow, a great writer, wrote in Th e Realist, Preface, 1978,
----a writers life is not just connected with his work; it cannot be separated from his
life. Introspection illustrates Snows thoughts dramatically.

Top Stocks 2021
“Solid gold wisdom that has the power to change your life for the better” from the
author of The Book of Awesome Women—includes journaling prompts (Varla
Ventura, author of Wild Women Talk About Love). #1 Bestseller in Popular Culture,
Quotations, Women’s Studies, Love & Marriage Humor, Self-Esteem, LGBT, and
Trivia We all need reminders. You don’t leap out of bed knowing you are amazing
and about to have an incredible day. All of us have a lot of demands, pressures, todos and responsibilities. We find ourselves rushing around, working hard to please
others. Often we find ourselves at the back of our own bus, having made everyone
else happy but our own damn self. Then you go and beat yourself up about it. Let’s
stop that, shall we? In Badass Affirmations, positive living and affirmation queen
Becca Anderson reminds you that you are pretty darn great. She will help you heal
scars from bad childhoods and relationships and stop the self-defeating scripts that
loop through your unconscious brain. Even nice moms and dads perpetrate
parenting errors that leave marks on our souls. But, we can overcome with the
right mix of badass affirmations. Every day and in every way, you can learn the art
of self-affirmation. Read Badass Affirmations and: Learn the habit of affirming
yourself daily Experience a life filled with love, joy, fulfillment and satisfaction Take
control of your destiny Strengthen your self-esteem “This book is something you
can use as a sort of coffee table book or something you can carry with you every
day and no matter how you use it, there can be benefits for you and your daily
life.” —Nerdy Girl Express

Mastering the Market Cycle
Roxy Nouvelle and Luke Callahan, two accomplished illusionists who double as
jewel thieves, team up as partners in crime and passion until Luke's mysterious
past forces them apart.

House of Night #2
"This is that rarity, a useful book."--Warren Buffett Howard Marks, the chairman
and cofounder of Oaktree Capital Management, is renowned for his insightful
assessments of market opportunity and risk. After four decades spent ascending to
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the top of the investment management profession, he is today sought out by the
world's leading value investors, and his client memos brim with insightful
commentary and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now for the first time, all
readers can benefit from Marks's wisdom, concentrated into a single volume that
speaks to both the amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of
experience and study, The Most Important Thing explains the keys to successful
investment and the pitfalls that can destroy capital or ruin a career. Utilizing
passages from his memos to illustrate his ideas, Marks teaches by example,
detailing the development of an investment philosophy that fully acknowledges the
complexities of investing and the perils of the financial world. Brilliantly applying
insight to today's volatile markets, Marks offers a volume that is part memoir, part
creed, with a number of broad takeaways. Marks expounds on such concepts as
"second-level thinking," the price/value relationship, patient opportunism, and
defensive investing. Frankly and honestly assessing his own decisions--and
occasional missteps--he provides valuable lessons for critical thinking, risk
assessment, and investment strategy. Encouraging investors to be "contrarian,"
Marks wisely judges market cycles and achieves returns through aggressive yet
measured action. Which element is the most essential? Successful investing
requires thoughtful attention to many separate aspects, and each of Marks's
subjects proves to be the most important thing.

Caveat Emptor
Who knew frugality could be so much fun? Australians are amongst the wealthiest
people on the planet, but for some reason we don't like to think or talk about
money. Once upon a time, thrift and frugality were celebrated as virtues - not
anymore. When did 'frugal' become such a dirty word? It's time to reclaim it! When
you respect and understand money, it almost magically transforms itself into
something that grows exponentially. In The Joyful Frugalista, Money Magazine's
Serina Bird shares myriad practical tips for saving money in small ways every day
for a better, brighter future. Discover inside: *Ideas and resources for saving on
everything from energy bills to weddings, clothing and eating out *Clever ways to
cut down your waste *Tips for embracing the joy of minimalism *Ways to wring
every drop of pleasure from the money you have *Challenges to help you live life
better, including how to feed your family well on $50 per week. The Joyful
Frugalista is the essential handbook to living frugally, mindfully and with real joy
on any budget.

Poor Charlie's Almanack
This paperback gift edition of the renowned poet and playwright's epigrams and
witticisms features hundreds of quips from Wilde's personal letters and
conversations as well as his fiction, essays, lectures, and plays.

Damn Right!
"Outlines a new approach to investing based on the ideas of two highly successful
investors; Charlie Munger of Berkshire Hathaway and Bill Miller of Legg Mason.
Both Munger and Miller believe in the lattice-work approach to investing, one that
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is based on a working knowledge of a variety of disciplines." -- Jacket.

Wit's End: What Wit Is, How It Works, and Why We Need It
Seawitch
"A witty book about wit that steers an elegant path between waggishness and
wisdom." —Stephen Fry Much more than a knack for snappy comebacks, wit is the
quick, instinctive intelligence that allows us to think, say, or do the right thing at
the right time in the right place. In this whimsical book, James Geary explores
every facet of wittiness, from its role in innovation to why puns are the highest
form of wit. Geary reasons that wit is both visual and verbal, physical and
intellectual: there’s the serendipitous wit of scientists, the crafty wit of inventors,
the optical wit of artists, and the metaphysical wit of philosophers. In Wit’s End,
Geary embraces wit in every form by adopting a different style for each chapter;
he writes the section on verbal repartee as a dramatic dialogue, the neuroscience
of wit as a scientific paper, the spirituality of wit as a sermon, and other chapters in
jive, rap, and the heroic couplets of Alexander Pope. Wit’s End agilely balances
psychology, folktales, visual art, and literary history with lighthearted humor and
acute insight, drawing upon traditions of wit from around the world. Entertaining,
illuminating, and entirely unique, Wit’s End demonstrates that wit and wisdom are
really the same thing.

Badass Affirmations
Struggling to understand her connection to the vampyre goddess Nyx and her
elemental affinities, Zoey Redbird's got her hands full at the House of Night. Add
needing a plan to revamp the student group known as the Dark Daughters, and
this third-former vampyre's in need of a hand. Turning to her friends, Zoey hopes
to gain clarity in her quest to understand where she fits into the modern world of
vampyrism. * P. C. Cast brings her best-selling novels to comics for brand-new
stories! * Over 12 million novels sold in 35 countries with legions of loyal fans!
"Move over, Stephenie Meyer."_People_

Introspection
With more than 700 pithy proverbs, this work lays out the ruiles you should live by
and offers advice on such subjects as money, friendship, marriage, ethics, and
human nature.

Honest Illusions
Poor Richard's Almanac
Praise for Damn Right! From the author of the bestselling WARREN BUFFETT
SPEAKS. . . "Charlie Munger, whose reputation is deep and wide, based on an
extraordinary record of brilliantly successful business strategies, sees things that
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others don't. There is a method to his mastery and, through this book, we get a
chance to learn about this rare individual." -MICHAEL EISNER, Chairman and CEO,
The Walt Disney Company "Janet Lowe uncovers the iconoclastic genius and subtle
charm behind Charlie Munger's curmudgeonly facade in this richly woven portrait
of our era's heir to Ben Franklin. With a biographer's detachment, an historian's
thoroughness, and a financial writer's common sense, Lowe produces a riveting
account of the family, personal, and business life of the idiosyncratically complex
and endlessly fascinating figure." -LAWRENCE CUNNINGHAM, Cardozo Law School,
Author of The Essays of Warren Buffett: Lessons for Corporate America "For years,
Berkshire Hathaway shareholders and investors worldwide (me included) have
struggled to learn more about Warren Buffett's cerebral sidekick. Now we can rest
and enjoy reading Janet Lowe's book about this rare intellectual jewel called
Charlie Munger." -ROBERT G. HAGSTROM, Author of The Warren Buffett Way
"Charlie has lived by the creed that one should live a life that doesn't need
explaining. But his life should be explained. In a city where heroism is too often
confused with celebrity, Charlie is a true hero and mentor. He lives the life lessons
that he has studiously extracted from other true heroes and mentors, from Ben
Franklin to Ben Graham. This book illuminates those life lessons." -RONALD L.
OLSON, Munger, Tolles & Olson llp "Janet Lowe's unprecedented access to Charlie
Munger and Warren Buffett has resulted in a first-class book that investors,
academics, and CEOs will find entertaining and highly useful."-TIMOTHY P. VICK,
Money Manager and Author of How to Pick Stocks Like Warren Buffett

Latticework
In times of adversity, you have two choices — you can either steal yourself away
from the situation or steel yourself up towards it. For Ratan Tata, the choice was
made early on. To be given the reins to India’s largest business conglomerate can
be extremely daunting. But Ratan Tata’s takeover as the chairman of the Tata
group proved that what is already great can be made even better. His legacy has
the innate power to inspire great leadership. His success can motivate any beyond
words. But, if how the world sees you is a result of how well you communicate,
Ratan Tata’s wisdom is unmatchable. This book contains his simplicity, his
determination, his defining moments, his generosity, his learning curve, his
humility and his intellectual curiosity. From a man who has lived his days
redefining success, his experiences and learnings can brighten the light at the end
of any entrepreneurial tunnel. If ever, on your journey of life, you need a little
nudge, a push or a spark, this book will never fail to deliver. Not even for a nano
second.

The Most Important Thing
Each year, for thirty years, two veteran investment advisors attended Berkshire
Hathaway's Annual Shareholders Meeting. After each meeting, they chronicled
Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger's best lessons from that year. This book
compiles those thirty years of wisdom for the first time.

Poor Charlie's Almanack
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No further information has been provided for this title.

Saving Face
“One of the finest, most compelling accounts of what happened to corporate
America and Wall Street in the 1980’s.” —New York Times Book Review A #1 New
York Times bestseller and arguably the best business narrative ever written,
Barbarians at the Gate is the classic account of the fall of RJR Nabisco. An enduring
masterpiece of investigative journalism by Bryan Burrough and John Helyar, it
includes a new afterword by the authors that brings this remarkable story of greed
and double-dealings up to date twenty years after the famed deal. The Los Angeles
Times calls Barbarians at the Gate, “Superlative.” The Chicago Tribune raves, “It’s
hard to imagine a better storyand it’s hard to imagine a better account.” And in an
era of spectacular business crashes and federal bailouts, it still stands as a
valuable cautionary tale that must be heeded.

"All I Want to Know is where I'm Going to Die So I'll Never Go
There"
The Warren Buffett Way provided the first look into the strategies that the master
uses to pick stocks. A New York Times bestseller, it is a valuable and practical
primer on the principles behind the remarkable investment run of the famed oracle
of Omaha. In this much-awaited companion to that book, author Robert Hagstrom
takes the next logical step, revealing how to profitably manage stocks once you
select them. THE WARREN BUFFETT PORTFOLIO will help you through the process
of building a superior portfolio and managing the stocks going forward. Building a
concentrated portfolio is critical for investment success. THE WARREN BUFFETT
PORTFOLIO introduces the next wave of investment strategy, called focus
investing. A comprehensive investment strategy used with spectacular results by
Buffett, focus investing directs investors to select a concentrated group of
businesses by examining their management and financial positions as compared to
their stock prices. A strategy that has historically outperformed the market, focus
investing is based on the principle that a shareholder's return from owning a stock
is ultimately determined by the economics of the underlying business. Hagstrom
explains in easy-to-understand terms exactly what focus investing is, how it works,
and how it can be applied by any investor at any level of experience. He
demonstrates how Buffett arranges his stocks in a focus portfolio and reveals why
this is as responsible for his incredible returns as the individual stocks he picks.
Ultimately, Hagstrom shows how to use this technique to build and manage a
portfolio to achieve the best possible results.

The Model Thinker
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Immortal Faerie and ancient feuds, secrets and
sacrifices—a thrilling new chapter in the bestselling Fever series begins, featuring
Dani, Ryodan, and other beloved characters, as they battle to save Dublin from the
rising of a terrifying evil determined to enslave the human race. There is no action
without consequence. Dani O’Malley was nine years old when the delusional,
sadistic Rowena transformed her into a ruthless killer. Years later, Dani is tough
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and hardened, yet achingly vulnerable and fiercely compassionate, living alone by
her own exacting code. Despite the scars on her body, and driven by deeper ones
carved into her soul, no one is more committed to protecting Dublin. By day she
ensures the safety of those she rescues, by night she hunts evil, dispensing justice
swiftly and without mercy, determined to give to those she cares for the peace she
has never known. There is no power without price. When the Faerie Queen used
the dangerously powerful Song of Making to heal the world from the damage done
by the Hoar Frost King, catastrophic magic seeped deep into the earth, giving rise
to horrifying, unforeseen consequences—and now deadly enemies plot in the
darkness, preparing to enslave the human race and unleash an ancient reign of
Hell on Earth. There is no future without sacrifice. With the lethal, immortal Ryodan
at her side, armed with the epic Sword of Light, Dani once again battles to save the
world, but her past comes back to haunt her with a vengeance, demanding an
unspeakable price for the power she needs to save the human race. And no
one—not even Ryodan, who would move the very stars for her—can save her this
time. Praise for High Voltage “A romance wrapped up in a thrilling sci-fi
novel—what more could you want?”—PopSugar “If you’ve never read a Karen
Marie Moning book before, you’re missing out. Her heroines alone are worth the
read. . . . Despite being set in a dystopian world filled with magic and fae, the
obstacles that these characters go through are very much humanlike. . . . Cannot
wait to see where [she] takes this series next.”—Under the Covers

Barbarians at the Gate
High Voltage
How anyone can become a data ninja From the stock market to genomics
laboratories, census figures to marketing email blasts, we are awash with data. But
as anyone who has ever opened up a spreadsheet packed with seemingly infinite
lines of data knows, numbers aren't enough: we need to know how to make those
numbers talk. In The Model Thinker, social scientist Scott E. Page shows us the
mathematical, statistical, and computational models--from linear regression to
random walks and far beyond--that can turn anyone into a genius. At the core of
the book is Page's "many-model paradigm," which shows the reader how to apply
multiple models to organize the data, leading to wiser choices, more accurate
predictions, and more robust designs. The Model Thinker provides a toolkit for
business people, students, scientists, pollsters, and bloggers to make them better,
clearer thinkers, able to leverage data and information to their advantage.
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